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Advanced Persistent Threat Hacking: The Art and Science of Hacking Any OrganizationMcGraw-Hill, 2014

	
		Master the tactics and tools of the advanced persistent threat hacker

	
		In this book, IT security expert Tyler Wrightson reveals the mindset, skills, and effective attack vectors needed to compromise any target of choice. Advanced Persistent Threat Hacking discusses the strategic issues that make all organizations...
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Pro CSS TechniquesApress, 2006

	Pro CSS Techniques is the ultimate CSS book for the modern web developer. If youve already got web design and development basics under your belt, but want to take your knowledge to the next level and unleash the full power of CSS in your web sites, then this is the book for you. It is a collection of proven CSS techniques that you...
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Firewalls 24sevenSybex, 1999
For experienced network administrators. This updated edition of Firewalls 24seven is the book that you and other network administrators have been waiting for. Starting where other books and training courses end and the real world begins, it provides advanced information on today's most effective security technologies and techniques.
Written to...
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Hacking the HumanGower, 2008

	Information security is about people, yet in most organizations protection remains focused on technical countermeasures. The human element is crucial in the majority of successful attacks on systems and attackers are rarely required to find technical vulnerabilities, hacking the human is usually sufficient.Ian Mann turns the black art of...
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IT Security Risk Control Management: An Audit Preparation PlanApress, 2016

	Follow step-by-step guidance to craft a successful security program. You will identify with the paradoxes of information security and discover handy tools that hook security controls into business processes.


	Information security is more than configuring firewalls, removing viruses, hacking machines, or setting passwords. Creating...
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Hacking Exposed Web 2.0: Web 2.0 Security Secrets and SolutionsMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	Lock down next-generation Web services


	"This book concisely identifies the types of attacks which are faced daily by Web 2.0 sites, and the authors give solid, practical advice on how to identify and mitigate these threats." --Max Kelly, CISSP, CIPP, CFCE, Senior Director of Security, Facebook

...
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Inside Network Security Assessment: Guarding Your IT InfrastructureSams Publishing, 2005
As an IT professional, you need to know how to perform network  security assessments. Inside Network Security Assessment:  Guarding Your IT Infrastructure is a collection of utilities  and templates that will take you through the assessment process.  Written by two highly qualified authors with close ties to the...
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Hacking: The Art of ExploitationNo Starch Press, 2003
This text introduces the spirit and theory of hacking as well as the science behind it all; it also provides some core techniques and tricks of hacking so you can think like a hacker, write your own hacks or thwart potential system attacks.

Hacking is the art of creating problem solving, whether used to find an unconventional solution to...
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The Art and Science of CSSSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2007
In the early days of CSS, many web designers associated it with boring, square boxes and thin borders. “CSS is ugly!” they would cry. It took projects such as CSS Edge1 and CSS Zen Garden2 to show the web design world that not only could CSS designs achieve the same aesthetic qualities of their table-based ancestors, but, furthermore,...
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Developing More-Secure Microsoft  ASP.NET 2.0 Applications (Pro Developer)Microsoft Press, 2006
Get hands-on, expert guidance for developing more secure Web applications with ASP.NET 2.0 with this in-depth reference. The nature of the Web and its underlying communication protocols make Web applications harder to secure and, therefore, primary targets for hacking attacks and other kinds of compromises. This book guides you through the possible...
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Hacking Movable Type (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Ready to push Movable Type to the max?
Movable Type, that amazingly powerful personal publishing application, is the superhero of the Internet age. But when you push, poke, stretch, and otherwise coax it into producing even more, the possibilities for your Web content are simply superlative. Roll up your sleeves and get moving—here's the...
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Hardening Network InfrastructureMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Bulletproof your system before you are hacked! From the publisher of the  international best-seller, Hacking Exposed, here is a brilliant new  offering written with a passion for security that will help you make the  necessary upgrades and take the essential steps to secure your network  infrastructure. The concise and consistent approach...
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